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We prove a main theorem: Theorem. There always exists a minimal linearly ordered d-extension 
of a GO space, where a LOTS Y is said to be a linearly ordered d-extension of a GO space 
(X, r, Q ) if Y contains X as a dense subspace and the ordering of Y extends the ordering d 
of X. As some applications of the Theorem, (1) we give a partial negative answer to a problem: 
“Does every perfect GO space have a perfect orderable d-extension?” (2) For a discrete space 
(X, r) of cardinality wr, there is a linear ordering d of X such that (X, 7, Q ) is a GO space 
and whose every linearly ordered d-extension contains an order preserving copy of the ordinal 
space wr as a dense subspace. 
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1. Introduction 
A linearly ordered topological space (abbreviated LOTS) is a triple (X, A, < >, 
where (X, < ) is a linearly ordered set and h is the usual interval topology 
defined by G (i.e., A is the topology generated by ((a, +>: a ~23 U (( + , a>: 
aEX}asasubbase),where(a, ~)=(~~X:a<x)and(c,a)={a~X:u>x}. 
Similarly (a, b) = (x EX: a <x < b), [a, b) = {x EX: a <x <bI, etc. If necessary, 
we write Gx, (a, b), instead of G, (a, b). Throughout this paper, h or A, 
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denote the usual interval topology on a linearly ordered set (X, < ). Furthermore 
we use the notations N, Z, R as the set of all natural numbers, all integers, and all 
real numbers, respectively. 
A generalized ordered space (abbreviated GO space) is a triple (X, r, < ), 
where (X, < > is a linearly ordered set and 7 is a topology on X such that A c T 
and r has a base of open sets each of which is order convex, where a set A of X is 
called order conuex if x EA for every x lying between two points of A. For a GO 
space (X, 7, < ) and Y cX, T I Y denotes the subspace topology {U n Y: U E T} 
for Y and < I Y denotes the restricted ordering of < for Y. If it will cause no 
confusion, we shall omit to mention of A (or 7) and < , and write simply “Let X 
be a LOTS (GO space)“. A topological space (X, 7), where T is a topology on a 
set X, is said to be orderuble if (X, T, < ) is a LOTS for some linear ordering < 
on X. Similarly, we write simply “Let X be an orderable space” if it will cause no 
confusion. A LOTS Y = (Y, A, < y> is said to be a linearly ordered extension of a 
GO space X = (X, r, <x > if Xc Y, r = A I X and <x = <y 1 X. Furthermore if 
X is closed (respectively dense) in the space (Y, A), then Y is said to be a linearly 
ordered c-extension (respectively d-extension) of X. Similarly an orderable space 
Y = (Y, 7r> is said to be an orderable Cc-, d-j extension of a GO space X = 
(X, 7x7 < ) if X is a (closed, dense) subset of Y and TV = or 1 X. Note that every 
GO space has a compact linearly ordered d-extension [2,3.12.3]. 
Let X=(X, 7, < > be a GO space and A the usual order topology on X. 
Defineasubset X*=(X,7, <)* of XXZ by 
X*=Xx {0} U {(x, n): XEX, [x, -+) ET-A and n CO} 
u((x, m): x=X, (t, ~1 ET-A and m>O) 
[3, Definition 2.51. Then X* is considered as a linearly ordered c-extension of X 
by identifying X = X x (O]. 
For many topological properties P, it is known that a GO space with a property 
P has an orderable extension which also has property P. For example, the 
following are known. 
(a> If a GO space X is metrizable, then so is X* 13, Proposition 5.51. 
(b) If a GO space is (hereditarily) paracompact, then so is X* [3, Theorem 4.21. 
But the situation P = “perfect” is unclear, where a topological space is perfect if 
each of its closed subsets is a G,-set. The following problem was posed in [l, 
Question 11. 
Problem 1.1. Does every perfect GO space have a perfect orderable extension? 
In connection with this, the following is known from [3, Theorem 5.9 and 
Example 7.21. 
Cc) The Sorgenfrey line S is a perfect GO space, but does not have a perfect 
orderable c-extension. 
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However, S does not provide an example necessary to answer Problem 1.1 
negatively, since the LOTS R! x (0, 1) with the lexicographic ordering is a perfect 
linearly ordered d-extension of S. 
The following problem which is a special case of Problem 1.1 was posed in [4, 
Question (VI]. 
Problem 1.2. Does every perfect GO space have a perfect orderable d-extension? 
In this paper, we shall prove in Section 2 that there always exists a minimal 
linearly ordered d-extension of a GO space. In Section 3, we shall give an example 
which is a partial negative answer for Problem 1.2. In Section 4, we pose a 
problem: “What properties are hereditary to linearly ordered d-extensions?“, and 
we shall show: For a discrete space (X, T) of cardinality w,, there is a linear 
ordering < of X such that (X, T, < > is a GO space and whose every linearly 
ordered d-extension contains an order preserving copy of the ordinal space wi as a 
dense subspace. This shows that metrizability, hereditary paracompactness and 
perfectness are not hereditary properties to linearly ordered d-extensions. 
2. Existence of a minimal linearly ordered d-extension 
First we define a LOTS X for a GO space X. Let X = (X, r, < > be a GO 
space and A the usual order topology on X. Define a subset X= (X, T, < >” of 
Xx { - 1, 0, 11 by 
X=Xx {0} U{<x, -1): XEX and [x, -) ET-A) 
u{<x, 1): XEX and (+, x] ET-A}. 
Throughout this paper, we identify X with XX 101 and consider X as a LOTS by 
the lexicographic order Z on X. The LOTS X is sometimes denoted by (8, h, 
P >. Then it is straightforward to show that X is a linearly ordered d-extension of 
X. Note that X* is not a linearly ordered extension of X under the natural 
correspondence, and that X * = d = X if X is a LOTS. 
In the following theorem, we prove that, for a GO space X, X can be 
considered as a minimal (in the sense of inclusion) linearly ordered d-extension of 
X. 
Theorem 2.1. Let X= (X, r, < > be a GO space, and Y = (Y, A,, <y > a linearly 
ordered d-extension of X. Then there is an order preserving homeomorphism f from 2? 
into Y such that f( x> = x for each x E X. 
Proof. Using the notation in the definition of 8, let A be the usual order topology 
on X and X= (8, h, Z). 
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Claim 1. Ifx EXand [x, --f 1 E 7 - A (i.e., (x, - 1) E X), then x has an immediate 
predecessor x _ in Y with x _ P X. 
Proof. Assume XEX and [x, +)ET-A. Since [x, --+)ET and Y is a linearly 
ordered extension of X, there is y, z E Y with y <r x <r z such that (y, z&n 
XC [x, -+I, where (a, 6) (respectively (a, b),) denotes the open interval in X 
(respectively in Y>. Then it is easy to show that y is an immediate predecessor x_ 
of x in Y (i.e., (y, x&= ti) using the fact that X is dense in Y. It follows from [x, 
+)@A that x_GX. 
Similarly we have: 
Claim 1’. Zf x E X and ( + , x] E T - A (i.e., (x, 1) ~21, then x has an immediate 
successor x + in Y with x + E X. 
Define a function f : X + Y by 
2, if 2 = (2, 0) EX=XX (O}, 
f(z)= 
I 
x_, if 2=(x, -l)EX, 
n f, if t = (x, 1) EX. 
Obviously, we have f(x) =x for each x E X. We show: 
Claim 2. f is order preserving. 
Proof. Let z = (x, n) and z’ = (x’, n’) be points in X with z -?z’. Then it is 
clear that x GX’. We shall show f(z) <y f(z’). There are six cases: (9 x <x’, 
2=(x, l), z’=(x’, -l>, (ii) x<x’, z = (x, l), z’= (x’, 0), (iii) x <xl, z = 
(x, O), z’ = (x’, -l), (iv) z = (x, -l), z’= (x, 0), (VI z = (x, -l), z’ = (x, l), 
(vi> z = (x, 0), z’ = (x, 1). Since the proofs of other cases are much more 
simpler, we only show the case (il. In this case, we have f(z) =x+ and f(z’> =xL. 
Since x < x’ and x, @ X, we have x, <r x ‘. Furthermore, since XL is an 
immediate predecessor of x’ in Y, we have x, <Y XL Assume x, = x1. Since 
x+@X by Claim 1, x’ is the immediate successor of x in X (i.e., (x, x’) = fl). So 
we have [x’, -+1=(x, +)EA. Th en by the definition of X, we have z’ = 
(x’, -1) 662. This is a contradiction. Therefore we have f(z) <y f(z’). This 
completes the proof of Claim 2. 
Claim 3. f : J?? + f (2) is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. It suffices to show that f and f- ’ are continuous. Note that the topology on 
f(d) is the subspace topology of A,. 
First, it is easy to show the continuity of f-’ from the fact that f((x, + j-1 = 
(f(z), -+>,nfC?> and f((+, z)-I=(+- 
(2, +I- 
, f(z)jy n f(z) for each z E X, where 
={uEX: z<zL),(+, z)‘={uEX: U<Z). 
Secondly, we show the continuity of f. It suffices to show f-‘((y, +&I and 
f-W-, y),) are open in (2, II) for each y E Y. We only show the first. Let 
y E Y. If y Ef(d), there is u EX with f(u) =y. Then we have f-‘((y, +&I = 
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(u, +)- E i. Next, we consider the case “y ef(X)“. It suffices to show the next 
subclaim. 
Subclaim. f-‘((y, +I,)= UI(u, *)-: y Cy u, u =X1 ify @f(k). 
Proof. The inclusion “ 2 ” is evident. To show the inclusion “ c “, let z E 
f-‘((y, -t)r). Note that y cy f(z). 
Fact. (y, f(z)),+ @. 
Proof of fact. There are three cases. 
Case 1: 2 = (x, 1) for some x EX. 
In this case, since f(z)=x+ is the immediate successor of x in Y and 
y E f(z), we have x E (Y, f(z)),. 
Case 2: 2=(x,0)(=x) forsomexEX. 
Assume that (y, f(z))y (=(y, x),) is empty. First we show that x has no 
immediate predecessor in X (i.e., [x, -) $6 A). To show this, let x’ be a point in 
X with x’ <x. Then we have x’=f(x’) <v y cY f(z) =f(x) =x. It follows 
from y @f(k) and x’ E X that y E (x’, x)r. Since X is dense in Y, there is an 
x” E (x’, x),nX. Then we have x’ <x” <x. This shows that x has no immediate 
predecessor in X. By the assumption “(y, x&= fl”, we have [x, +) = (y, +)rn 
X E 7. It follows from the definition of d that (x, - 1) is a point of 8. Since both 
of y and x- are immediate predecessors of x in Y, we have y = x ~. But this is a 
contradiction, because y @f(g) and x_E f(g). Thus we have (y, f(z)& f @. 
Case 3: 2=(x, -1) forsomexEX. 
Since y E f(x) and x_= f(z) E f(k), we have x_= f(z) E (y, x&. It follows 
from the density of X in Y that (y, x),nX#fl. But since f(z)=x_ is the 
immediate predecessor of x in Y and x _ P X, we have fl Z ( y, f(z)& n X c 
(y, f(z)),. This completes the proof of the Fact. 
Using this Fact and the density of X in Y, pick a point u in ( y, f(z)), n X. 
Then we have z E (u, +)- . This completes the proof of the Subclaim. 
Thus the proof of the theorem is completed. 0 
Remark 2.2. (1) In Theorem 2.1, we usually identify X with f(i). Therefore d 
can be considered as a minimal linearly ordered d-extension of a GO space X. 
(2) In general, a GO space (X, T, < > has many linearly ordered d-extensions. 
For example, consider the GO space (in fact, a LOTS) X = (0, 1) with the usual 
topology and ordering in R. Then (0, l), [O, l), (0, 11, [O, 11 with the usual topology 
and ordering are all linearly ordered d-extensions of X. In this case, k = X = (0, 1). 
3. A partial negative answer for Problem 1.2 
In this section, we shall give an example which is a partial negative answer for 
Problem 1.2. Note that if a GO space X has countable cellularity, then so does 
every orderable d-extension of X, therefore X is perfect by [3, Theorem 2.101. 
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Example 3.1. There exists a perfect GO space which does not have any perfect 
linearly ordered d-extension or any orderable c-extension. 
Construction of an example. Let X be the closed unit interval [O, 11 with the usual 
ordering < , and C the Cantor set. The topology r of X has local bases 
{[x, x + E): E > 0) for each point x EX - C, and {{x}} for each point x E C. It is 
clear that X is a GO space and C is a discrete closed and open subspace of X. We 
shall prove the following claims. 
Claim 1. The space X is perfect. 
Proof. Let U be an open set of X. Since C is closed discrete in X, we may assume 
U CX - C. For each x E U, there is an E(X) > 0 such that [x, x + E(X)) c U. Let 
G= lJ((x, x+&(x)): ~EU} and K=U-G. 
Subclaim. [x, x + 4.x)) n [y, y + e(y)) = fl whenever x, y E K with x # y. 
Proof. We may assume that x <y. Suppose that there is a point z E [x, x + E(X)) 
n[y, y+.4y)).Then x<~<z<x+E(x), sowe have YE(X, x+~(x))cG. But 
this is a contradiction, because y E K = U - G. This completes the proof of the 
Subclaim. 
By picking up a rational number in (x, x + E(X)) for each x E K, it is clear that 
IKI < w by the Subclaim. Since {(x, x + F(X)): x E U) is an Euclidean open cover 
of G, there is a countable subset U’ c U such that G = U((x, x + E(X)): x E U’}. 
Since K is countable and U = K U (U ([ x, x + E(X)): x E U’}), U is an F,-set of X. 
This completes the proof of Claim 1. 
It is easy to show that [x, +> E T - A if and only if x E (0, 11, and (+ , x] E T - A 
if and only if x E C - {l}, where h is the usual order topology on X (so, the 
Euclidean topology). Therefore X is represented by XX {O) U (0, 11 X (- l} U (C 
- ill) x 111. 
Next we show: 
Claim 2. The space 2? is not perfect. 
Proof. We naturally consider that X is a subset of X. Then the subset C of X is 
open in X. Suppose that C is an &-set of X such that C = U{F,: n E N) and each 
F,, is closed in 8. Then there is an F,, such that F,, is an infinite subset. Since C is 
compact in the usual topology of [O, 11, F,, has a cluster point x (in the usual 
topology of [O, 11) and x E C. Then the points (x, 1) or (x, - 1) of X are 
contained in clgF,. But since F, = cl*F, and F, c C, this is a contradiction. Thus 
Claim 2 is completely proved. 
Claim 3. Any linearly ordered d-extension Y of X is not perfect. 
Proof. Since perfectness is a hereditary property and d is the minimal linearly 
ordered d-extension of X, it follows from Claim 2 that Y is not perfect. 
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Claim 4. Any orderable c-extension Y of X is not perfect. 
Proof. Suppose that Y is a perfect orderable c-extension of X. Since X is closed in 
Y, X is a G,-set of Y. Therefore X is a p-embedded subspace of Y. (For 
p-embedded, see [3, Definition 5.81.) Since X is submetrizable, X has a G,-diago- 
nal. By [3, Theorem 5.91, X must be metrizable. But the subspace (i, 5) of X is 
homeomorphic to the Sorgenfrey line, therefore X cannot be metrizable. This is a 
contradiction. Thus the proof of Claim 4 is completed. 
4. Hereditary properties to linearly ordered d-extensions 
In this section, we consider the following problem. 
Problem 4.1. What properties are hereditary to linearly ordered d-extensions? 
For this problem, it is easy to see that separability and countable cellurality are 
hereditary properties to linearly ordered d-extensions. On the other hand, Exam- 
ple 4.2 below shows that metrizability, hereditary paracompactness and perfectness 
are not hereditary properties to linearly ordered d-extensions. 
Example 4.2. Let (w,, A, < ) be the LOTS with the usual ordering < and its 
. interval topology on w , . Let X = {a < w,. (Y = 0 or (Y is a successor ordinal]. 
Putting 7x = A I X and <x = < I X, X = (X, T~, <x > can be considered as a GO 
space. Note that the topological space (X, TV) is discrete, it is orderable by 
identifying X = w, x 2 with the lexicographic order. But (X, TV, <x > is not a 
LOTS. In fact, let A, be the usual interval topology on the ordered set (X, <x ). 
Then it is easy to show that the topological space (X, A,) is homeomorphic to the 
ordinal space w i. So X - X # (d .Next we decide X. First observe that ( +- , (~1~ E A, 
for each (Y E X, where (6 , alx denotes the interval in X. Therefore ((Y, 1 > P X 
for each (Y E X. 
Claim. For each (Y E X, [a, + jx E 7x - A, if and only if Q is an immediate 
successor of a limit ordinal LY_ in wl. 
Proof. The “only if” part: Assume that (Y E X and (Y = (Y’ + 1 for some nonlimit 
ordinal CY’ (i.e., LY’ E X). Then we have [cy, --+jx = ((Y’, +J>~ E A,. 
The “if” part: Let CY E X and (Y = (Y’ + 1 in wi for some limit ordinal (Y’ (i.e., 
a’ E X>. Then [a, + jx = ((Y’, + &,, n X E A 1 X = rx. Assume [(Y, -+ lx E A,. Then 
there is an immediate predecessor cy” of a in X. Since cy’ is the immediate 
predecessor of (Y in wi and (Y’ @X, we have (Y” < cr’. Since (Y’ is limit, we have 
(Y” < (Y” + 1 < CY’ < (Y. This contradicts that CY” is the immediate predecessor of (Y 
in X by (Y” + 1 E X. This completes the proof of the Claim. 
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By the above observation and the Claim, X can be represented by XX (0) U 
I(% - 1): (Y EX and (Y is the immediate successor of the limit ordinal cy_ in or}. 
Define ~:X-+W, by 
f((cY, n)> = ;I 
i ’ 
if n = 0, 
if Iz= -1. 
Then it is straightforward to show that f is an order preserving isomorphism. So 
we can identify X = w r. 
Thus, by Theorem 2.1, every linearly ordered d-extension of the discrete GO 
space X contains an order preserving copy of the ordinal space wr as a dense 
subspace. Therefore all linearly ordered d-extensions of X are neither metrizable, 
hereditarily paracompact nor perfect (cf. The results (a), (b) in Section 1). 
The proof of Example 4.2 shows the following. 
Theorem 4.3. For every discrete space (X, r), there is a linear ordering < of Xsuch 
that (X, r, < > is a GO space and whose every linearly ordered d-extension contains 
an order preserving copy of the ordinal space I X I as a dense subspace. 
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